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IOM MOZAMBIQUE

In 2021, IOM Mozambique continued scaling up significantly
in terms of capacity, staff and programming. An additional
sub-office in Nampula was opened to support the
operations in Northern Mozambique and by December
2021, over 550 staff and associated workforce were
employed. The total operational budget by end of 2021
grew to over USD 30 million to implement a wide range of
programmes to support the Government of Mozambique in
its efforts to manage migration and displacement. This
report presents achievements and highlights in 2021.
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ALIGNED TO THE 3 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES OF THE IOM 
MOZAMBIQUE COUNTRY STRATEGY 2021-2023
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I O M  O P E R AT I ON S  I N  M O Z A M B I QU E : 2 0 2 1



T O  H A R N E S S  T H E  P OT E N T I A L  O F  

M I G R AT I O N  F O R  D E V E L O P M E N T  A N D  

S U P P O RT  T H E  G OV E R N M E N T  T O  M A N AG E  

M I G R AT I O N  &  D I S P L AC E M E N T  I N  

12  PROGRAMS

I O M  S TA F F  &  A S S O C I AT E D 

WO R K F O RC E,  WO R K I N G  O N

550+

ALL 10  PROVINCES

O F  M OZ A M B I Q U E
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The IOM Country Strategy for Mozambique 2021-2023 was 

launched by the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and Cooperation - following a development process 

undertaken jointly with the Government of Mozambique and 

development partners. The strategy is available in English and 

Portuguese and lays out the Mission’s programming plans for the 

2021-2023 period, focused around three strategic priorities: 

Migration Governance, Promoting Resilience and Durable 

Solutions, and Humanitarian Preparedness and Response.

JU
LY

In August 2021, the IOM Director General paid a three-day visit 

to Mozambique to assess the ongoing displacement due to 

insecurity, as well as IOM’s interventions on recovery, community 

resilience and peacebuilding. The Director General visited and 

spoke to displaced families in Metuge and Pemba, and met with 

humanitarian partners, the international community and 

government representatives, including from ministries and local 

authorities in the capital, Maputo, and in Cabo Delgado. 
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U
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U
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In May 2021, the IOM Director of Operations and Emergencies 

visited Mozambique to express condolences to the families of 

those who lost loved ones in the recent attacks in Palma, and 

solidarity with displaced and affected communities in Cabo 

Delgado. He met with humanitarian partners and government 

representatives, including from ministries and local authorities in 

the capital, Maputo, and in Cabo Delgado. He also visited 

resettlement sites in Metuge District and the Transit Site in 

Pemba, which hosts people recently displaced from Palma.

M
A

Y
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In 2021, IOM Mozambique worked to setting up the UN 

Network for Migration (UNNM) on country level. The GCM and 

UNNM were presented at the UNCT in August 2021, after 

which Network members and technical focal points were 

identified. Terms of References were developed and adopted in 

October 2021. In 2022, the Network continues to support the 

Government of Mozambique to achieve the 23 GCM Objectives.
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In October 2021, IOM Mozambique hosted the 6th Migration 

Dialogue for Southern Africa (MIDSA) together with the IOM 

Regional Office for Southern Africa. MIDSA 2021 resulted in the 

formulation of recommendations on issues around human 

mobility, borders and managing public health threats in the region 

in the Southern African region and unpacking the Integrative and 

Mobility Agenda for Socio-Economic Recovery. During the 

MIDSA, participants adopted the Maputo Diaspora Declaration.
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On 18 December 2021, the Cabo Delgado Secretary of State 

office held its annual event to celebrate the year’s achievement. 

During this event IOM Pemba was awarded with a certificate of 

appreciation by the Secretary of State for Cabo Delgado, for the 

organization’s significant contributions to the Province of Cabo 

Delgado. The certificate was accepted by the IOM Head of Sub-

Office in Pemba accepted on behalf of all IOM staff in Cabo 

Delgado.
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887,862

1,283,118

PEOPLE DIRECTLY REACHED 

WITH IOM SUPPORT

PEOPLE BENEFITTED FROM 

IOM SUPPORT INDIRECTLY

IN 2021:
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Tânia Muhlanga has been working with IOM at the Occupational Health Centre in Ressano Garcia

since 2018. As a general medical technician, she screens Mozambican miners who cross the

border to work South-Africa for occupational diseases, as well as measuring TA, offer HIV testing

and take blood sugar measurements. But she advises on things like dietary measures, as it

contributes to a healthy lifestyle. “I really like my job, as it is great a great feeling to be able to

help others especially when they are ill. Sometimes it takes some trust building and giving a

listening ear to our patients, to ensure they feel comfortable. But it feels great when I receive

feedback from cases that were referred to RTC’s in South Africa.” In 2021, the services the centre

offers were further upgraded to also include audiometry, vision acuity test, spirometry (lung

capacity) and chest x-ray to detect other occupational illnesses. “This really doesn’t only make my

job easier and faster to do an accurate diagnosis, but it also helps a lot with gaining trust of the

patients we work with.”

South Africa’s gold and platinum mines alone employ roughly 45,000 migrant workers. Since 2018

IOM has screened over 25,000 Mozambican miners who work in South Africa for TB, diabetes and

hypertension, and offered voluntary HIV testing. The centre supports the initiation and

continuation of treatment in South Africa through a cross-border referral system is provided

through implementing partner organization in South Africa. The health check process at the clinic

in Ressano Garcia has also been adapted to address public health concerns related to COVID-19.

IOM has decades of experience assisting its members states with a range of health and border

management issues. The Organization advocates for the health-proofing of global mobility systems

and sees the integration of migrants into the post-pandemic planning as a key to global socio-

economic recovery efforts.

TANIA
MEDICAL TECHNICIAN 

AT THE OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH CENTRE IN 
RESSANO GARCIA



S T R AT EGI C PR I O R I T Y 1 : M I G R ATI ON  
G OV E RN ANCE

MIGRATION DATA, 

RESEARCH & POLICY

MIGRATION & HEALTH

IMMIGRATION & BORDER 

MANAGEMENT

• Supported the National Policy and Strategy for internal Displacement 

Management (PSiDM) 

• Published a research report on livelihoods and conflict in Northern 

Mozambique

• Launch of the UN Network for Migration in Mozambique

• Successfully hosted the inter-ministerial Migration Dialogue for Southern 

Africa where Mozambique co-signed the Diaspora Declaration

• 49,579 health consultations provided of which 19,206 were children

• 2,309 covid-19 vaccine doses administered

• 178,711 people reached with health promotion and awareness 

campaigns

• 57,950 people reached with HIV prevention programs

• 287 healthcare workers trained

• 4 Points of Entry supported with improved Covid-19 protocols

• 16 officials trained on travel document inspection

• 21 officials trained on identity management
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Sensitization session with women in a 
resettlement site in Dombe, where IOM 
organized a session with a solar company 
promoting alternative energy products

Following the severe impact of cyclone Idai in 2019, resettlement sites were established in view of

eventual durable solutions. Currently around 97,000 internally displaced persons live across 73

sites in Central Mozambique. However, access to durable solutions in these sites remains scarce.

Limited access to energy has depleted persons’ abilities to promote economic development, safety

and security at resettlement sites. Under the Sustainable Energy for Displaced Communities

Project, IOM aims to contribute to the inclusive economic and social development of people

internally displaced through improved access to affordable energy solutions. The project developed

an innovative financial model to increase access to financial services among target displaced

communities for the adoption of clean energy technologies such as solar home systems (SHSs) and

appliances for productive use (PUE).

To raise awareness, IOM trained 15 Ambassadors who have reached over 3,000 IDPs in 2021

across four resettlement sites through individual and group activities. Energy ambassadors

continuously share information on the project and gather valuable information to inform project

development and implementation and feedback from the communities has been positive: “if there

was something that persons could not do before because of the lack of energy, now they will be

able to do it. It is going to take us to the same level of locations that already have energy”. For

example, beneficiaries in the resettlement site Unidade were exited for light, business

opportunities, drinking cold water and making the community prettier.

Another inhabitant of Unidade shared that “the information we received really changed a lot.

Ambassadors brought new knowledge to our community”. Similarly, the new knowledge has led to

a change in perspective for the positive. For example, and a woman in Mutua shared that “the

information was very useful because we learned a lot. We have many people that say they have

energy but don’t know what to use it in. With the information we started to learn what we could

gain with energy”.



LABOUR MIGRATION & 

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

MIGRANT PROTECTION & 

ASSISTANCE

• 199 persons supported with pre-embarkation and travel fitness checks

• 5 stranded migrants supported with return assistance

• 3,000 mineworkers assisted with health screenings

• 3 occupational health centres supported at key border points

• 9,500 TB screenings administered and 901 presumptive TB cases referred 

for follow up, treatment and care at occupational health centres

• 3,250 HIV tests administered

MIGRATION, ENVIRONMENT & 

CLIMATE CHANGE

• 1 energy assessment conducted

• Energy Savings and Lending Groups established in 2 resettlement sites

• 15 trained Energy Ambassadors active in communities

• 3,000 persons received information on energy access and the productive 

use of energy opportunities

• Developed an innovative financial model to accelerate the adoption of 

clean energy technologies in displacement sites

• 2 Memorandum of Understanding’s signed with public and private sector 

partners to improve energy access in displacement sites
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CLEMENTE
BENEFICIARY OF 

RESILIENT HOUSING 

PROJECT IN PEMBA.

A plot of land passed down from generation-to-generation has been called home by Clemente

Armando. Clemente raised his family peacefully in Cariaco, Pemba city until Cyclone Kenneth

made landfall in 2019 leaving a pathway of destruction and many without comfort to protect

themselves and their loved ones. The aftermath was saddening. Those who lost their homes sought

refuge in accommodation centres whilst others were harboured by family and friends.

Struck emotionally by the devastation, resilience brought Clemente and his family to face reality

and gathered what remaining wreckage they could salvage and began to rebuild. Their efforts and

meagre savings were not enough to make a dignified living quarters after having lost everything. In

2021, IOM’s Shelter teams identified his family of five to benefit from a newly improved home.

Being an amateur artisan, Clement was hired by IOM to help build his own resilient ‘pau a pique’

house and gained improved skills through the process. "I never expected that I would have a house

like this, that our quality of life would improve in this way. This house has changed our lives daily,

for example, when it rains this roof holds up and we do not get wet anymore.”

From March to April 2019, Mozambique was hit by Tropical Cyclones Idai and Kenneth, affecting

an estimated 1.8 million people in seven provinces and destroyed over 275,000 houses. In

cooperation with the Government of Mozambique and partners, IOM supports the construction of

resilient housing solutions for displaced people and host communities, involving local work teams

and displaced families in the construction. In 2021, IOM supported 28 families in Pemba city with

new resilient housing.



ST R AT EGIC P R IO R ITY 2 : P RO M OTING 
R E S I L I E NCE AN D  D U R ABLE  SO LU T IONS

DURABLE SOLUTIONS FOR 

RECOVERING COMMUNITIES

• 1,343 resilient houses constructed

• 2,316 local builders trained on Build Back Better   

• 11,620 community members trained on Build Back Better

• 3,080 persons benefitted from life skills training, business and livelihood 

development, short term employment, as well as capacity building and 

awareness building

• 6 communities received infrastructure rehabilitation enabling livelihoods 

or access to jobs

PREVENTION OF VIOLENT EXTREMISM

• PVE interventions in 6 communities

• 4,801 people reached directly

• 60,000 individuals benefitted indirectly from PVE activities
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DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILIZATION & 

REINTEGRATION 

• DDR activities in 2 communities

• 60 individuals reached directly

• 300 family members benefitted indirectly
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Franscisco Jonas Mairrose is from Macomia in Cabo Delgado Province. After completing

highschool, he started a welding course at the technical school. However, he had to disrupt his

studies when the attacks by non-state armed groups in 2020 forced him to flee Macomia. He

moved to Pemba and was determined to continue his trade, he built his own welding machine and

started a small business. He was identified by IOM’s Community Resilience and Peacebuilding

(CRP) Program to receive training on income generation and business management, as well as a

set of new equipment to further his welding skills and expand his business.

“My business has been making charcoal stoves. I always wanted to expand to other products, but I

couldn’t as I only had one assistant and one machine to work with, and the machine was in bad

condition. The new equipment I received is of good quality, it will help me expand my business so I

can increase my income and even employ more young people.”

IOM’s CRP projects strengthen the ability of communities to prevent and manage the negative

effects of violent conflict and support processes that address the root causes of conflict. The

portfolio is research-driven and highly adaptive, responding to contextual realities and changes.

Programme activities focus on locally-driven solutions that leverage civil society and local

organizations to promote trust, cohesion, reconciliation and economic and social well-being through

dialogue and community-led investments, paving the way for sustainable peace. One of the key

components of the CRP portfolio is to support income generation opportunities such as business

start-up kits, vocational training and cash-for-work that promote social cohesion and engage un-

and-under employed youth.

FRANSCISCO
WELDING ENTREPRENEUR 

FROM MACOMIA, NOW LIVING 
IN PEMBA



COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

& POLICING

• 23 officials trained on community engagement/policing
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COMMUNITY STABILIZATION & 

PEACEBUILDING

• 55 community safety groups established and strengthened

• 306,370 people benefitted indirectly from community stabilization works

• 134,618 people benefitted indirectly from peacebuilding activities

• 546 individuals engaged in short term job opportunities

• 650 people received skills training and business development training

• 124 awareness raising sessions organized for government, CSO’s and NGO’s

• 40 civil society representatives, government and community leaders trained on 

transition and recovery topics

ST R AT EGIC P R IO R ITY 2 : P RO M OTING 
R E S I L I E NCE AN D  D U R ABLE  SO LU T IONS
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RABIA
IOM CCCM ACTIVISTA 

IN METUGE, CABO 
DELGADO

Rabia Inazio Rabia was displaced when she fled Nagunde district due to insecurity in Cabo

Delgado. After having to hide from the attacks for several days in the bush, she was separated

from her mother and arrived to Ngalane, where she now lives with her sister and their children.

She has been working with IOM as a Camp Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM)

activista, where she helps to identify cases of vulnerable people in Ngalane Relocation Site in

Metuge and refer them to the relevant services, such as health and MHPSS services, women's,

inclusion, or disability committees. "I am very proud of my work as an activist, helping people who,

like me, have had to flee their homes. Vulnerable people need help, and by referring their cases to

partners we are able to assist them.”

IOM’s unique position as an intergovernmental organization allows it to work at scale in complex

natural disasters and conflict contexts. As leader of the CCCM Cluster in the country, IOM’s

response includes site planning and development, coordination and service monitoring. At the heart

of CCCM is community engagement. By employing, training and capacitating community members,

IOM ensures that internally displaced persons can access the services they need and participate in

governance structures in sites. There is a strong focus on managing feedback mechanisms and

capacitating people that are often left out of decision-making processes, such as women, youth or

people with disabilities. By supporting this, site management and planning can ensure that services

and infrastructure in the sites also meets their specific needs.



ST R AT EGICP RIORITY 3 : HU M AN ITAR IAN  
P R E PAREDN ESS AN D  R E SP ON SE

CAMP COORDINATION & 

CAMP MANAGEMENT

SHELTER & NON-FOOD ITEMS

PROTECTION & MENTAL HEALTH 

AND PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT

• 104 sites received direct activities

• 94 planned camps, 4 self-settled informal settlements, and;

• 1 reception/transit centre supported

• 184,275 people benefitted from site clearance and planning, self-managed 

governance committees, livelihood opportunities through cash for work

• 109,000 persons benefitting from construction or rehabilitation of water 

points and sanitation facilities

• 136,896 persons provided with services and activities, including:

• 46,000 children benefitted

• +220 persons with disabilities 

• 765 people received direct health/psychosocial support

• 302,020 individuals benefitted from NFIs, emergency shelter and housing

• 18,024 households received shelter repair support

• 11,620 community members trained on construction and skills

• 35,663 blankets distributed

• 202,986 timbers and bamboos as part of construction kits distributed

• NFI’s for 20,000 households prepositioned
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TABIA
BENEFICIARY OF 

EMERGENCY SHELTER 
SUPPORT CABO 

DELGADO

Tabia Noe and her family had to flee in 2021 escaping from the insecurity in her home in

Quissanga. She arrived in Quaia, however their place often flooded during the rainy season. In

January 2022, together with her family including a newborn baby, she relocated from Quaia to

neighbouring area of Saul, where with the support from IOM she received a safer shelter in an

area that is not flood-prone.

IOM is the Shelter Cluster Lead for Northern Mozambique, as well as manager of the Common

Shelter Pipeline, serving 14 partners with more efficient shelter response in 2021. IOM’s shelter

program aims to contribute to improving the humanitarian situation of vulnerable populations

affected by crisis by restoring dignity and reducing protection vulnerabilities through the provision

of immediate emergency shelter assistance. The types of emergency shelter assistance provided

include the distribution of a range of Non-Food Item (NFI) kits including multi-sectoral rapid

response ‘’survival’’ kits, basic NFI kits, roof repair kits, construction tool kits, Emergency Shelter

and Early recovery construction works.

In addition, the Shelter program leverages on local capacities by engaging people from the

community in cash-for-work schemes, where community members receive training on Build Back

Better skills. With the incentive through the cash-for-work scheme they can have a way to further

provide for themselves or their families, while other use their skills to support others in the

community to rebuild their lives.



HEALTH IN EMERGENCIES

DISPLACEMENT 

TRACKING MATRIX

• 157 mobile medical teams deployed to displacement sites and host 

communities

• 3,193 individuals referred for further medical treatment

• Almost 58,000 persons reached with HIV prevention activities

• 760,000 people covered

• 830 daily movements tracked

• 184 products published monitoring needs and conditions of 

conflict and disaster affected populations

• 108,487 people benefitted from WASH activities

• +87,025 persons reached with hygiene promotion

• 2,000 menstrual hygiene kits distributed

• 3,950 people benefitted from safer water

• 4,170 people benefitted from sanitation

WASH
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ST R AT EGICP RIORITY 3 : HU M AN ITAR IAN  
P R E PAREDN ESS AN D  R E SP ON SE

PSEA

• + 260 IOM staff, government officials and partners trained on 

Prevention of Sexual Abuse and Exploitation (PSEA).



WITH THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF:
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© 2022 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION - MOZAMBIQUE
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